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Saving Justice 
9781250799128 
By James Comey 
Flatiron Books $29.99 
James Comey, former FBI Director and New York Times bestselling author of A Higher 
Loyalty, uses his long career in federal law enforcement to explore issues of justice and 
fairness in the US justice system. James Comey might best be known as the FBI 
director that Donald Trump fired in 2017, but he’s had a long, varied career in the law 
and justice system. He knows better than most just what a force for good the US justice 
system can be, and how far afield it has strayed during the Trump Presidency. In his 

much-anticipated follow-up to A Higher Loyalty, Comey uses anecdotes and lessons from his career to 
show how the federal justice system works. From prosecuting mobsters as an Assistant US Attorney in 
the Southern District of New York in the 1980s to grappling with the legalities of anti-terrorism work as the 
Deputy Attorney General in the early 2000s to his tumultuous stint as FBI director beginning in 2013, 
Comey shows just how essential it is to pursue the primacy of truth for federal law enforcement. 
 

Rib King  
9780062979063 
By Ladee Hubbard 
Amistad $27.99 
The acclaimed author of The Talented Ribkins deconstructs painful African American 
stereotypes and offers a fresh and searing critique on race, class, privilege, ambition, 
exploitation, and the seeds of rage in America in this intricately woven and masterfully 
executed historical novel, set in early the twentieth century that centers around the 
black servants of a down-on-its heels upper-class white family. For fifteen years August 
Sitwell has worked for the Barclays, a well-to-do white family who plucked him from an 
orphan asylum and gave him a job. The groundskeeper is part of the household’s all-

black staff, along with “Miss Mamie,” the talented cook, pretty new maid Jennie Williams, and three young 
kitchen apprentices, the latest orphan boys Mr. Barclay has taken in to "civilize" boys like August. But the 
Barclays fortunes have fallen, and their money is almost gone.  

 
Alchemy: The Dark Art and Curious Science of Creating Magic in Brands, 
Business, and Life  
9780062388414 
By Rory Sutherland 
William Morrow $27.99 
Why is Red Bull so popular, though everyone hates the taste? Humans are, in a word, 
irrational, basing decisions as much on subtle external signals (that little blue can) as on 
objective qualities (flavor, price, quality). The surrounding world, meanwhile, is 
irreducibly complex and random. This means future success can’t be projected on any 
accounting spreadsheet. To strike gold, you must master the dark art and curious 

science of conjuring irresistible ideas: alchemy. Based on thirty years of field work inside the largest 
experiment in human behavior ever conceived the forever-unfolding pageant of consumer capitalism 
Alchemy, the revolutionary book by Ogilvy advertising legend Rory Sutherland, whose TED talks have 
been viewed nearly seven million times, decodes human behavior, blending leading-edge scientific 
research, absurdly entertaining storytelling, deep psychological insight, and practical case studies from his 
storied career working on campaigns for AmEx, Microsoft, and others. 
 



 
Twenty: A Jack Swyteck Novel 
9780062915085 
By James Grippando 
HarperCollins $27.99 
It is the message every parent of a school-age child fears: “Active Shooter on 
Campus.” Jack Swyteck is at his office when he receives the emergency text from 
Riverside Day School. Both his daughter, Righley, and his wife, FBI agent Andie 
Henning, are in danger. Andie is in the school’s rec center when she hears the fire 
alarms, then loud popping noises and screams coming from the hallway. A trained 
law-enforcement officer, Andie knows she’s supposed to stay locked down inside 
the room. But Righley is in her kindergarten classroom and Andie must get her to 
safety. The tragedy prompts mass hysteria and dangerous speculation. The police 

haven’t identified the shooter, but they find a handgun on the school grounds registered to a parent, a 
Muslim man named Amir Khoury. News of the gun and its owner leaks and quickly goes viral. Within 
minutes Al Qaeda claims responsibility. Andie is shocked, Amir is married to her friend, Lilly, a WASP 
whose bloodline goes back to the American Revolution. When Xavier, Amir and Lilly’s oldest child and an 
eighteen-year-old senior at Riverside confesses to the crime, the local community’s anti-Muslim fervor 
explodes to levels unseen since 9/11. Terrified for her son’s life, Lilly asks Jack to step in. A seasoned 
defense attorney with a passion to see justice done, he’s taken on plenty of complicated cases. Xavier’s, 
however, is not one he’s inclined to take until an old friend who lost his daughter in the shooting tells him 
that he must.   
 

City of a Thousand Gates 
9780063011472 
By Rebecca Sacks 
HarperCollins $27.99 
Brave and bold, this gorgeously written novel introduces a large cast of characters from 
various backgrounds in a setting where violence is routine and where survival is 
defined by boundaries, walls, and checkpoints that force people to live and love within 
and across them. Hamid, a college student, has entered Israeli territory illegally for 
work. Rushing past soldiers, he bumps into Vera, a German journalist headed to 
Jerusalem to cover the story of Salem, a Palestinian boy beaten into a coma by a group 
of revenge-seeking Israeli teenagers. On her way to the hospital, Vera runs in front of 

a car that barely avoids hitting her. The driver is Ido, a new father traveling with his American wife and their 
baby. Ido is distracted by thoughts of a young Jewish girl murdered by a terrorist who infiltrated her 
settlement. Ori, a nineteen-year-old soldier from a nearby settlement, is guarding the checkpoint between 
Bethlehem and Jerusalem through which Samar, Hamid’s professor, must pass. These multiple strands 
open this magnificent and haunting novel of present-day Israel and Palestine, following each of these 
diverse characters as they try to protect what they love. Their interwoven stories reveal complicated, painful 
truths about life in this conflicted land steeped in hope, love, hatred, terror, and blood on both sides. 
 

Land: How the Hunger for Ownership Shaped the Modern World 
9780062938336 
By Simon Winchester 
HarperCollins $29.99 
Land, whether meadow or mountainside, desert or peat bog, parkland or pasture, 
suburb or city, is central to our existence. It quite literally underlies and underpins 
everything. Employing the keen intellect, insatiable curiosity, and narrative verve 
that are the foundations of his previous bestselling works, Simon Winchester 
examines what we human beings are doing, and have done, with the billions of 
acres that together make up the solid surface of our planet. Land: How the Hunger 
for Ownership Shaped the Modern World examines in depth how we acquire land, 
how we steward it, how and why we fight over it, and finally, how we can, and on 

occasion do, come to share it. Ultimately, Winchester confronts the essential question: who actually owns 
the world’s land and why does it matter?  
 



 
The Children's Blizzard 
9780399182280 
By Melanie Benjamin 
Delacorte Press $28.00 
The morning of January 12, 1888, was unusually mild, following a punishing cold 
spell. It was warm enough for the homesteaders of the Dakota Territory to venture 
out again, and for their children to return to school without their heavy coats—
leaving them unprepared when disaster struck. At the hour when most prairie 
schools were letting out for the day, a terrifying, fast-moving blizzard blew in without 
warning. Schoolteachers as young as sixteen were suddenly faced with life and 
death decisions: Keep the children inside, to risk freezing to death when fuel ran 
out, or send them home, praying they wouldn’t get lost in the storm? Based on 
actual oral histories of survivors, this gripping novel follows the stories of Raina and 

Gerda Olsen, two sisters, both schoolteachers, one becomes a hero of the storm and the other finds herself 
ostracized in the aftermath. It’s also the story of Anette Pedersen, a servant girl whose miraculous survival 
serves as a turning point in her life and touches the heart of Gavin Woodson, a newspaperman seeking 
redemption. It was Woodson and others like him who wrote the embellished news stories that lured 
northern European immigrants across the sea to settle a pitiless land. Boosters needed them to settle 
territories into states, and they didn’t care what lies they told these families to get them there or whose 
land it originally was. 
 

Lazarus 
9780593317839 
By Lars Kepler 
Knopf $28.95 
All across Europe, the most ruthless criminals are suffering gruesome deaths. At 
first, it seems coincidental that their underworld affiliations are finally catching up to 
them. But when two of the victims are found to have disturbing connections to 
Detective Joona Linna, it becomes clear that there’s a single killer at work. Still, 
police are reluctant to launch an investigation. If a mysterious vigilante is making 
their jobs easier, why stand in his way? Joona, however, is convinced this is no 
would-be hero. These deaths serve a much darker purpose. Desperate for help, 
Joona turns to Saga Bauer. If his hunch is correct, she’s one of the few people who 

stands a chance at bringing this criminal mastermind down. But Saga is fighting her own demons and the 
killer knows just how to use them to his advantage. He continues to strike with impunity, and no one, it 
seems, is safe. When the killer begins targeting those closest to Saga and Joona, it appears more and 
more likely that Joona has been right all along, and that tracking down the person responsible will force 
him to confront a ghost from his past the most terrifying villain he’s ever had to face. 
 

How to Raise an Elephant: No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency 
9781524749361 
By Alexander McCall Smith 
Pantheon $26.95 
Precious Ramotswe loves her dependable old van. Yes, sometimes it takes a bit 
longer to get going now, and it has developed some quirks over the years, but it has 
always gotten the job done. This time, though, the world and Charlie may be asking 
too much of it, for when he borrows the beloved vehicle he returns it damaged. And, 
to make matters worse, the interior seems to have acquired an earthy smell that 
even Precious can't identify. But the olfactory issue is not the only mystery that 
needs solving. Mma Ramotswe is confronted by a distant relative, Blessing, who 
asks for help with an ailing cousin. The help requested is of a distinctly pecuniary 

nature, which makes both Mr. J.L.B. Matekoni and Mma Makutsi suspicious. And there is no peace at 
home, either, as the new neighbors are airing their marital grievances rather loudly. Still, Mma Ramotswe 
is confident that there are solutions to all of these difficulties, there to be discovered as long as she is led 
by kindness, grace, and logic, and can rely on the counsel of her friends and loved ones. 
 



 
Saving Freedom: Truman, the Cold War, and the Fight for Western Civilization 
9780062950499 
By Joe Scarborough 
HarperCollins $29.99 
The year was 1947. The Soviet Union had moved from being America’s uneasy ally 
in the Second World War to its most feared enemy. With Joseph Stalin’s ambitions 
pushing westward, Turkey was pressured from the east while communist 
revolutionaries overran Greece. The British Empire was battered from its war with 
Hitler and suddenly teetering on the brink of financial ruin. Only America could afford 
to defend freedom in the West, and the effort was spearheaded by a president who 
hadn’t even been elected to that office. But Truman would wage a domestic political 
battle that carried with it the highest of stakes, inspiring friends and foes alike to join 

in his crusade to defend democracy across the globe. In Saving Freedom, Joe Scarborough recounts the 
historic forces that moved Truman toward his country’s long twilight struggle against Soviet communism, 
and how this untested president acted decisively to build a lasting coalition that would influence America’s 
foreign policy for generations to come. On March 12, 1947, Truman delivered an address before a joint 
session of Congress announcing a policy of containment that would soon become known as the Truman 
Doctrine. That doctrine pledged that the United States would “support free peoples who are resisting 
attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures.” The untested president’s policy was 
a radical shift from 150 years of isolationism, but it would prove to be the pivotal moment that guaranteed 
Western Europe’s freedom, the American Century’s rise, and the eventual collapse of the Soviet Union.  
 

Orchard 
9780062974747 
By David Hopen 
Ecco $27.99 
Ari Eden’s life has always been governed by strict rules. In ultra-Orthodox Brooklyn, 
his days are dedicated to intense study and religious rituals, and adolescence feels 
profoundly lonely. So when his family announces that they are moving to a glitzy 
Miami suburb, Ari seizes his unexpected chance for reinvention. Enrolling in an 
opulent Jewish academy, Ari is stunned by his peers’ dizzying wealth, ambition, and 
shameless pursuit of life’s pleasures. When the academy’s golden boy, Noah, takes 
Ari under his wing, Ari finds himself entangled in the school’s most exclusive and 
wayward group. These friends are magnetic and defiant, especially Evan, the 

brooding genius of the bunch, still living in the shadow of his mother’s death. Influenced by their charismatic 
rabbi, the group begins testing their religion in unconventional ways. Soon Ari and his friends are pushing 
moral boundaries and careening toward a perilous future, one in which the traditions of their faith are 
repurposed to mysterious, tragic ends. Mesmerizing and playful, heartrending and darkly romantic, The 
Orchard probes the conflicting forces that determine who we become: the heady relationships of youth, 
the allure of greatness, the doctrines we inherit, and our concealed desires. 
 

Ready Player Two 
9781524761332 
By Ernest Cline 
Ballantine Books $28.99 
Days after winning OASIS founder James Halliday’s contest, Wade Watts makes 
a discovery that changes everything. Hidden within Halliday’s vaults, waiting for 
his heir to find, lies a technological advancement that will once again change the 
world and make the OASIS a thousand times more wondrous and addictive than 
even Wade dreamed possible. With it comes a new riddle, and a new quest, a last 
Easter egg from Halliday, hinting at a mysterious prize. And an unexpected, 
impossibly powerful, and dangerous new rival awaits, one who’ll kill millions to get 
what he wants. Wade’s life and the future of the OASIS are again at stake, but this 
time the fate of humanity also hangs in the balance.  


